Welcome to IIASS

IIASS - Innovative Issues and Approaches in Social Sciences (ISSN 1855-0541) is a trusted
academic journal (
worldwide abstracted and indexed
) published on time 3 times yearly (
January, May, September
) covering political, economic and educational aspects of social sciences. The journal is open to
theoretical and empirical articles of established scientists and researchers as well as of
perspective young academics. Our main purpose is to unite researchers from around the world
regardless on their political, institutional, religious, financial and race background
and to create strong worldwide networks of researchers in different fields of social studies. By
submiting your article to IIASS you are contributing to the open access academic progress.
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Author carries no costs for the review and the publication. Each published article has a DOI
unique identifier.

IIASS in numbers:
- -

Site average yearly trafic is 62.000 unique IP visitors with average 832.000 hits.

- -

Current academic newsletter (issued 3 times per year) is sent to 1462 researcher.

- 169 Papers have been published in IIASS in eight volumes from 36 countries and
5 continents.
- Considering google analitics (5250 connected documents to IIASS articles)

If you want to receive up to date information about IIASS publications please join more than
1400 researchers that have already subscribed to our journal info.

The journal is published exclusively online. This highly professional e-journal is available without
financial or any other restrictions to all audiences interested in social sciences under the open
access licence. Although maintaining high academic standards, we are strongly in favour of
creating publishing opportunities for innovative ideas and researches that can hardly find space
in other more specific topics or approach oriented journals. We also encourage young
researchers and also students to submit papers under the same conditions of academic writing.
IIASS is particularly intended to promote innovative ideas and research methods in
understanding different social phenomena if they are supported with valid empirical study or
strong theoretical argumentation.

Please feel free to express your interest by submiting your articles here . As soon as you
receive the automatic conformation it means your article is in the process of reviewing. Feel free
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to contact us on info (at) iiass.com
for additional information.

Review process is essential so allow the folowing time to process your article:

- 60 days for regular peer review process and at least 60 days before the next issue (journal is
published on 31.1., 31.5. and 30.9. each year).

- one to five months for the publication of accepted articles (depends on the date of submittion).

To minimize the editing proccess after the review when preparing a paper for IIASS please
follow ‘ notes for contributors ’.
IIASS is an open access Journal under Attribution-NonCommercial CC BY-NC licence (see h
ttp://creativecommons.org/licenses/
). This license lets others remix, tweak, and build upon your work non-commercially, and
although their new works must also acknowledge you and be non-commercial, they don’t have
to license their derivative works on the same terms. By submiting your article you agree to the
above mentioned copyright licence. More information:
About the journal/Copyright licence
and to
Publication Ethics and Malpractice Statement
.
Looking forward to our fruitful cooperation.

Yours sincerely,

Matjaz Skabar
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Editor in Chief
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